KNIHISK

Stamp 81

- Dot on the right side of the fourth tower (like stamp 32/I). White spot above bush’s third branch. Two dots in the right part of the first heart. Scratch at the top of the second heart [Not observed]. Dot in the oval at 9:15. Gaps in the lower frame behind MUCHA. T1.

- Gap in the upper frame above the right forked line. Sagging left frame above ESK. Dot on the left side of the head of the numeral 2. Shortened left leg on the M in MUCHA, [left leg and crossbar of it’s A missing–Knihtisk]. T1.
KNUHTISK

Stamp 82

• Gap in the left side of the sixth leaf. Dot under the third ray below A. T4.

• Two dots on the left frame below the third spiral. Dot in the right margin over the S in SKÁ. Dot in front of the numeral 2's foot and another on the oval at 4:30. T26.
KNIHTISK

Stamp 83

- Upper left frame extends past the upper end of the left frame. Pair of dots above the fourth tower. Dot on (frequently connected to) the edge of the left dove’s tail. Gap in the oval at 5:30. T16.

- Gap in the top of the O [Not observed], dot in the margin above the Š [Not observed]. Dot on the left frame following KO. Dot on the oval at 9:30. T1.
Gap in the upper frame above the P. Gap in the sun at 11:00. Beveled HA in MUCHA. T3.

- Notch in the upper frame above the A. T7. "Some printings: gap in the right forked line. Gaps in the left frame above K and O, and right frame above the S in SKÁ. Dot on the left side of the fourth tower. Dot on the sun at 10:00 and 11:30. Dot on the bottom left of the main ray."
Stamp 85

- Slice from the right frame from the seventh spiral to the top half of the right dove. T2.
- Line through the leg of the T. Dot high above the sun at 12:00. T2.
Colored scratch crosses the bottom of the T’s leg and the Č. Gap in the first heart at 1:00, the second heart at 7:00-9:00, 11:00, and 12:00, spot between the first and second hearts. Gap in the oval at 9:00 and 11:00. T2.

Dot over the upper left corner [Not observed] and above the third spiral. Short T and colored mark in the A’s crossbar in TA. Scratched Č. Scattered dots in the sixth leaf, dot on the outline of the seventh and eight leaves. Dot in the right dove’s tail. Dot on the oval at 8:00. T4.
Notch in the right frame by the sixth spiral. Malformed K in SKÁ. Mark on the oval at 7:00. T2.

Two dots between the second and third towers. Dot between the sun and the fifth tower. Dots in the second and sixth branches on the bush. One to two dots in the left dove’s tail, messy splotches in the right dove’s tail. Blotches in the value tablet. T4.
• White line from the first to the second branches on the bush. T2.

• Deep, thick, slanted cut from the margin to the A in TA. Two dots in the second leaf, blotches in the third leaf. Two dots on the oval at 7:30, horizontal line with dots behind the numeral 5. T1.
Stamp 89

- Gap in the sun from 9:00-10:00. Gap in the lower frame under the numeral 5. T2 (5).

- Thick frame above the sixth spiral. Two dots in the sixth leaf, one each in the seventh and eighth leaves. Dot over the sun at 11:00. Line in the right dove’s tail. Dits in the first heart. Dots in the value tablet. T2.
Stamp 90

- Dot on the upper frame over the T. T5. **Some printings: serrated right frame above EN ad from SKÁ to the lower corner. Spot above the second wave.**

- Dots on the sun at 11:00 and 2:00. Pair of dots in the left dove’s tail and a dot in its wing. Dots in the right dove’s wing and tail. T26 (4).